Present Wars
Perhaps the greatest use of History is to learn from it so as to not repeat the errors made
in the past. Too often has this been ignored with terrible consequences.
One of the lessons of history is to be prepared. Another is the wisdom of being
vigilant to potential threats. When these two things are ignored sometimes people die.
First just a short note on the war against human pathogens. These are the
bacteria, viruses, micro organisms micro pathogens, and now human manufactured and
engineered micro agents and micro bots. These will soon be able to be sprayed into the
air and kill all humans not wearing gas masks. Entire human populations can soon
potentially be wiped out. There is nothing you or I can do except to encourage the
government to do preventative research and set up precautions. Serious problems arise
when governments are the ones manufacturing these. You should be aware that there are
many big secret underground super shelters for the rich.
We need to encourage and fund medical research against all medical threats against us.
Many bacteria have already become immune to our antibiotics so there are fewer and
fewer good medical treatments against them.
Back to old fashioned but ever continuing wars. Looking at any world almanac you will
see that one of the terrible facts of human history is virtually ever present wars. It seems
that mankind has been butchering fellow mankind over pieces of land and for domination
of others for as long as man has been on this planet. It appears that man is his own worst
enemy.
On American soil there were 6 killed and 1000 injured in the first WTC attack in 1993,
then 2996 people were killed and 6,000 injured
as a result of the Muslim attack on the WTC on 9-11
Then since 9/11, an additional 158 Americans have been killed in 53 separate acts of
deadly Islamic terror or Islam-related honor killing in the United States.

There have been 3,158 Islamic killings in the USA
also

8,462 of our people have been killed as a result of Islamic
attacks in Iraq and Afghanistan wars and over 52,300
physically injured and it is still ongoing. Also we know that
many bare psychological damage which for many has led to
suicide back home .
Only when you count the mentally wounded and family misery
caused by these wars can you begin to see the human cost.
Even one life is too many!
According icasualties.org 4894 of our folks have been killed in
Iraq and 3569 in Afghanistan as of April 2019.
There have been over 35,000 Islamist attacks since 9-11.
These are verifiable through news reports. See the lists by year for details. Something is
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wrong with Islam.
Here are the lists.

Attacks in USA
Date

CounCity
try

Killed

InDescription
jured

2019.01.07 USA

Fountain Hills,
0
AZ

1

A 'lone wolf' ISIS loyalist stabs a police officer.

2018.03.21 USA

Travis AFB, CA 0

0

A suicide bomber rams the gate at an Air Force base, but kills only himself.

2018.03.12 USA

Palm Beach
Gardens, FL

1

2

A recent convert to Islam stabs three people over his religion, including two
13-year-olds.

2018.02.07 USA

Tahlequah, OK 0

1

A Muslim yelling 'Allah' stabs a non-Muslim following an argument over religion.

2018.01.30 USA

Greenville, SC

0

1

A bomb left on a road by a 'radicalized' convert injures a passerby.

2017.12.22 USA

Harrisburg, PA 0

1

A former immigrant from Egypt opens fire on police officers in two attacks.

2017.12.17 USA

New York, NY

0

3

A man from Bangladesh tries to blow himself up at a bus terminal.

2017.11.12 USA

Bloomington,
MN

0

2

An immigrant from Somalia goes on a stabbing spree at a mall, later calling
it an answer to the call for Jihad.

2017.10.31 USA

New York, NY

8

15

A 'radicalized' migrant runs down eight innocent people on a bike path
while praising Allah.

2017.05.19 USA

Tampa, FL

2

0

A recent convert shoots two people to death for disrespecting Islam.

2017.04.18 USA

Fresno, CA

3

0

Three men are gunned down at random by a convert to Islam yelling praises
to Allah.

2017.01.31 USA

Denver, CO

1

0

A pastor working as a security guard is shot to death at a transit office "for
the pleasure of Allah."

2017.01.06 USA

Fort Lauderdale, FL

5

6

A mentally-disturbed convert to Islam guns down five innocents in the baggage claim area of an airport.

2016.11.28 USA

Columbus, OH 0

11

A Muslim immigrant goes on a stabbing rampage after expressing his desire
to kill infidels.

2016.09.17 USA

St. Cloud, MN

0

8

A former refugee goes on a stabbing spree at a shopping mall while speaking of Allah and asking potential victims if they are Muslim.

2016.09.17 USA

NYC, NY

0

31

A former asylum seeker plants several explosives, one of which injures
twenty-nine innocents. He also shot two policemen two days later.

2016.08.20 USA

Roanoke, VA

0

2

A man and woman are stabbed maliciously by a 'radicalized' man yelling
praises to Allah.

2016.06.13 USA

Orlando, FL

49

53

An Islamic extremist massacres forty-nine people at a gay nightclub.

2016.02.11 USA

Columbus, OH 0

4

Four people at a Christian-owned restaurant with an Israeli flag are slashed
by a Muslim wielding a machete yelling 'Allah Akbar'…

2016.01.07 USA

Philadelphia,
PA

0

1

A man shoots a police officer three times 'in the name of Islam'.

2015.12.02 USA

San Bernardino, CA

14

17

A 'very religious' Muslim shoots up a Christmas party with his wife, leaving
fourteen dead.

2015.11.04 USA

Merced, CA

0

4

A student vowing to behead and 'praise Allah' stabs four others on campus.

2015.07.16 USA

Chattanooga,
TN

5

2

A 'devout Muslim' stages a suicide attack on a recruiting center at a strip
mall and a naval center which leaves five dead.

2015.05.03 USA

Garland, TX

0

1

Two Muslims stage a suicide assault on a conference critical of Islam.

2015.02.14 USA

Detroit, MI

0

2

Two men are stabbed by a Muslim who first verified that they were unbelievers.
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A convert to Islam shoots an elderly man three times in the head after
watching ISIS videos.

2014.12.18 USA

Morganton, NC 1

2014.10.23 USA

NYC, NY

0

5

Four rookie cops and a female bystander are assaulted with an axe by a
Muslim who says he is acting in the cause of Allah.

2014.09.25 USA

Moore, OK

1

1

A Sharia advocate beheads a woman after calling for Islamic terror and
posting an Islamist beheading photo.

2014.06.25 USA

West Orange,
NJ

1

0

A 19-year-old college student is shot to death 'in revenge' for Muslim
deaths overseas.

2014.06.01 USA

Seattle, WA

2

0

Two homosexuals are murdered by an Islamic extremist.

2014.04.27 USA

Skyway, WA

1

0

A 30-year-old man is murdered by a Muslim fanatic.

2014.03.06 USA

Port Bolivar, TX 2

0

A Muslim man shoots his lesbian daughter and her lover to death and
leaves a copy of the Quran open to a page condemning homosexuality.

2013.08.04 USA

Richmond, CA

1

0

A convert "on a mission from Allah" stabs a store clerk to death.

2013.04.19 USA

Boston, MA

1

1

Jihadists gun down a university police officer sitting in his car.

2013.04.15 USA

Boston, MA

3

264

Foreign-born Muslims describing themselves as 'very religious' detonate
two bombs packed with ball bearings at the Boston Marathon, killing three
people and causing several more to lose limbs.

2013.03.24 USA

Ashtabula, OH 1

0

A Muslim convert walks into a church service with a Quran and guns down
his Christian father while praising Allah.

2013.03.14 USA

Vancouver, WA 0

2

Two people suffer knife injuries when a Muslim convert attempts to stab a
non-Muslim to death over religious views outside a coffee shop.

2013.02.07 USA

Buena Vista, NJ 2

0

A Muslim targets and beheads two Christian Coptic immigrants.

2012.11.12 USA

Houston, TX

1

0

A 28-year-old American man is shot to death by a conservative Muslim over
an alleged role in converting a woman to Christianity.

2012.06.15 USA

Mission, TX

0

3

A man shoots his daughter, her boyfriend and her mother for letting the girl
date a non-Muslim.

2012.01.15 USA

Houston, TX

1

0

A 30-year-old Christian convert is shot to death by a devout Muslim for
helping to convert his daughter.

2011.09.11 USA

Waltham, MA

3

0

Three Jewish men have their throats slashed by Muslim terrorists.

2011.04.30 USA

Warren, MI

1

0

A 20-year-old woman is shot in the head by her stepfather for not adhering
to Islamic practices.

2010.04.14 USA

Marquette
Park, IL

5

2

After quarrelling with his wife over Islamic dress, a Muslim convert shoots
his family members to 'take them back to Allah' and out of the 'world of sinners'.

2009.12.04 USA

Binghamton,
NY

1

0

A non-Muslim Islamic studies professor is stabbed to death by a Muslim
grad student in revenge for 'persecuted' Muslims.

2009.11.05 USA

Ft. Hood, TX

13

31

A Muslim psychiatrist guns down thirteen unarmed soldiers while yelling
praises to Allah.

2009.11.02 USA

Glendale, AZ

1

1

A woman dies from injuries suffered when her father runs her down with a
car for being too 'Westernized.' (10-20-09)

2009.06.01 USA

Little Rock, AR 1

1

A Muslim shoots a local soldier to death inside a recruiting center explicitly
in the name of Allah.

2009.04.12 USA

Phoenix, AZ

2

0

A man shoots his brother-in-law and another man to death after finding out
that they visited a strip club, in contradiction to Islamic values.

2009.02.12 USA

Buffalo, NY

1

0

The founder of a Muslim TV station beheads his wife in the hallway for
seeking a divorce.

2008.07.06 USA

Jonesboro, GA 1

0

A devout Muslim strangles his 25-year-old daughter in an honor killing.

2008.01.01 USA

Irving, TX

2

0

A Muslim immigrant shoots his two daughters to death on concerns about
their 'Western' lifestyle.

2007.02.20 USA

Nashville, TN

0

1

A Muslim cab driver runs over a Christian after arguing about religion. The
young man's ankle and hip are broken by the vehicle.

2006.07.28 USA

Seattle, WA

1

5

An 'angry' Muslim-American uses a young girl as hostage to enter a local
Jewish center, where he shoots six women, one of whom dies.
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2006.06.25 USA

Denver, CO

1

5

Saying that it was 'Allah's choice', a Muslim shoots four of his co-workers
and a police officer.

2006.06.16 USA

Baltimore, MD 1

0

A 62-year-old Jewish moviegoer is shot to death by a Muslim medical student in an unprovoked terror attack.

2006.03.03 USA

Chapel Hill, NC 0

9

Calling it the will of Allah, an Iranian immigrant plows his SUV into a crowd
of students as 'retribution' for foreign policy overseas.

2004.04.15 USA

Scottsville, NY

1

2

In an honor killing, a Muslim father kills his wife and attacks his two daughters with a knife and hammer because he feared that they had been sexually molested.

2003.08.06 USA

Houston, TX

1

0

After undergoing a 'religious revival', a Saudi college student slashes the
throat of a Jewish student with a 4" butterfly knife, nearly decapitating the
young man.

2002.10.22 USA

Aspen Hill, MD 1

0

A bus driver is killed by Muslim snipers.

2002.10.14 USA

Arlington, VA

1

0

A woman is killed by Muslim snipers in a Home Depot parking lot.

2002.10.11 USA

Fredericksburg,
1
VA

0

Another man is killed by Muslim snipers while pumping gas.

2002.10.09 USA

Manassas, VA

1

1

A man is killed by Muslim snipers while pumping gas two days after a 13year-old is wounded by the same team.

2002.10.03 USA

Montgomery
County, MD

5

0

Muslim snipers kill three men and two women in separate attacks over a
15-hour period.

2002.10.02 USA

Wheaton, MD

1

0

Muslim snipers gun down a program analyst in a store parking lot.

2002.09.23 USA

Baton Rouge,
LA

1

0

A Korean mother is shot in the back by Muslim snipers.

2002.09.21 USA

Montgomery,
AL

1

1

Muslim snipers shoot two women, killing one.

2002.09.21 USA

Atlanta, GA

1

0

Muslim terrorists gun down an employee at a liquor store.

2002.07.04 USA

Los Angeles, CA 2

0

Muslim man pulls out a gun at the counter of an Israeli airline and kills two
people.

2002.05.27 USA

Denton, TX

1

0

Muslim snipers kill a man as he works in his yard.

2002.03.19 USA

Tuscon, AZ

1

0

A 60-year-old man is gunned down by Muslim snipers on a golf course.

2002.01.06 USA

Tampa, FL

0

0

Fifteen year-old flies plane into an office building in Tampa. Suicide note reveals his admiration for Osama Bin Laden and desire to commit a terrorist
attack.

2001.09.11 USA

New York, NY

2752

251

Islamic hijackers steer two planes packed with fuel and passengers into the
World Trade Center, killing hundreds on impact and eventually killing thousands when the towers collapsed. At least 200 are seriously injured.

2001.09.11 USA

Washington,
DC

184

53

Nearly 200 people are killed when Islamic hijackers steer a plane full of people into the Pentagon.

2001.09.11 USA

Shanksville, PA 40

0

Forty passengers are killed after Islamic radicals hijack the plane in an attempt to steer it into the U.S. Capitol building.

2000.03.17 USA

Atlanta, GA

1

1

A local imam and Muslim spiritual leader guns down a deputy sheriff and injures his partner.

1997.04.03 USA

Lompoc, CA

1

0

A prison guard is stabbed to death by a radical Muslim.

1997.02.23 USA

New York, NY

1

6

A Palestinian leaves an anti-Jewish suicide note behind and travels to the
top of the Empire State building where he shoot seven people in a Fedayeen attack.

1994.03.01 USA

Brooklyn, NY

1

0

A Muslim gunman targets a van packed with Jewish boys, killing a 16-yearold.

1993.02.26 USA

New York, NY

6

1040

Islamic terrorists detonate a massive truck bomb under the World Trade
Center, killing six people and injuring over 1,000 in an effort to collapse the
towers.

1993.01.25 USA

Langley, VA

2

3

A Pakistani with Mujahideen ties guns down two CIA agents outside of the
headquarters.
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1990.11.05 USA

New York City,
1
NY

0

An Israeli rabbi is shot to death by a Muslim attacker at a hotel.

1990.01.31 USA

Tuscon, AZ

1

0

A Sunni cleric is assassinated in front of a Tuscon mosque after declaring
that two verses of the Qur'an were invalid.

1989.11.06 USA

St. Louis, MO

1

0

A 17-year-old girl is stabbed to death by her parents for bringing 'dishonor'
to their family by dating an 'infidel' African-American.

1980.08.31 USA

Savou, IL

2

0

An Iranian student guns down his next-door neighbors, a husband and wife.

1980.07.22 USA

Bethesda, MD

1

0

A political dissident is shot and killed in front of his home by an Iranian
agent who was an American convert to Islam.

1977.03.09 USA

Washington,
DC

1

1

Hanifi Muslims storm three buildings including a B'nai B'rith to hold 134
people hostage. At least two innocents were shot and one died.

1974.04.16 USA

Ingleside, CA

1

0

A man is killed while helping a friend move by Nation of Islam terrorists.

1974.04.01 USA

Oakland, CA

1

1

A Nation of Islam terrorist shoots at two Salvation Army members, killing a
man and injuring a woman.

1974.01.24 USA

Oakland, CA

4

1

Five vicious shooting attacks by Nation of Islam terrorists leave three people dead and one paralyzed for life. Three of the victims were women.

1973.12.24 USA

Oakland, CA

1

0

A man is kidnapped, tortured and decapitated by Nation of Islam terrorists.

1973.12.22 USA

Oakland, CA

2

0

Nation of Islam terrorist kills two people in separate attacks on the same
day.

1973.12.20 USA

Oakland, CA

1

0

Nation of Islam terrorists gun down an 81-year-old janitor.

1973.12.13 USA

Oakland, CA

1

0

A woman is shot to death on the sidewalk by Nation of Islam terrorists.

1973.12.11 USA

Oakland, CA

1

0

A man is killed by Nation of Islam terrorists while using a phone booth.

1973.11.25 USA

Oakland, CA

1

0

A grocer is killed in his store by Nation of Islam terrorists.

1973.10.29 USA

Berkeley, CA

1

0

A woman is shot repeatedly in the face by Nation of Islam terrorists.

1973.10.19 USA

Oakland, CA

1

1

Nation of Islam terrorists kidnap a couple and nearly decapitate the man,
while raping and leaving the woman for dead.

1973.07.18 USA

Washington,
DC

8

2

Nation of Islam members shoot seven members of a family to death in cold
blood, including four children. A defendant in the case is later murdered in
prison on orders from Elijah Muhammad.

1973.07.01 USA

Bethesda, MD

1

0

An Israeli diplomat is gunned down in his driveway by Palestinian terrorists.

1973.01.19 USA

Brooklyn, NY

1

1

Muslim extremists rob a sporting goods store for weapons, gunning down a
police officer who responds to the alarm.

1972.04.14 USA

New York, NY

1

3

Ten members of a local mosque phone in a false alarm and then ambush responding officers, killing one.

Update on American casualties from current
attacks http://www.icasualties.org/

Iraq News
5/9/2019 Reuters : Gunmen kill five members of a family near Iraq's Mosul
Gunmen shot dead five members of a family in an attack on their house near the
northern Iraqi city of Mosul late on Wednesday, police officials and hospital sources
said. Police officials in the area said Islamic State militants were involved in the
attack.
5/9/2019 Reuters : Baghdad blast was controlled explosion, no casualties police official
A blast in Baghdad’s Sadr City district on Thursday was a controlled explosion and
caused no deaths or injuries, an Iraqi police official said. Colonel Jamal Hameed told
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Reuters a parcel had been found on the side of the road near a market and was
detonated by an ordnance team sent by the joint military-police Baghdad Operations
Command.
5/5/2019 Gulf-times : British Iraqi expat finds a nice rhythm to Ramadan in
Qatar
The holy month of Ramadan brings in some changes in every Muslim’s daily routine,
along with inspiring the faithful to perform great deeds that become cherished
memories. Zahra Shikara, a British Iraqi expatriate, has been living in Qatar for 13
years. She calls herself “third culture” as she carries diverse background.
Community spoke to her about how she has been observing Ramadan.
5/5/2019 IraqiNews : 3 Turkish soldiers killed in PKK mortar attack from
Iraq
Three Turkish soldiers were killed and one was injured in a mortar attack by the
outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) in southeastern Turkey on Saturday,
Anadolu Agency reported. PKK terrorists in northern Iraq fired mortar shells towards
Turkey’s southeastern Hakkari province, leaving three soldiers killed and one injured,
the Turkish National Defense Ministry said in a press statement on Sunday.
5/5/2019 BasNews : Dangerous IS Member Captured in Anbar
A dangerous insurgent of the Islamic State (IS) was captured on Sunday in the city
of Fallujah, Anbar province. Iraqi media reports said that the militant was
responsible for gathering information on the army troops during the military
campaigns to liberate the areas overrun by the extremists. The jihadist was arrested
during an operation in Anbar's Fallujah where the security forces also dismantled a
number of bombs which were found in the district of al-Tharthar.

Afghanistan News
5/9/2019 KP : 18 rockets, 38 IEDs, large quantity of explosives destroyed in
Farah airstrike
At least 18 rockts, 38 Improvised Explossive Devices, and a large quanity of
explosives were destroyed during the airstrikes which were conducted in western
Farah province. The 207th Zafar Corps in a statement said the airstrikes were carried
out by the Afghan Air Force in Khak-e-Safid district.
5/9/2019 KP : 13 Taliban militants killed in Special Forces operations in
Farah city, Kandahar province
At least 13 Taliban militants were killed in separate operations of the Afghan Special
Forces which were conducted in Farah city in the West and Shahwali Kot district of
Kandahar in the South. “Afghan special forces conducted an operation in Kanahgan
and Raj villages of Farah city in Farah province killing 7 Taliban fighters, including a
commander, and wounded 8,” informed military sources said Thursday.
5/8/2019 Reuters : Kabul attackers target foreign aid group with blast,
dozens wounded
Afghan security forces exchanged sporadic gunfire on Wednesday with attackers who
made use of a car bomb blast to invade the compound of an international aid group
in Kabul, injuring at least two dozen people, authorities said. Taliban militants
claimed responsibility for the attack on the third day of the Muslim holy month of
Ramadan that targeted the non-profit Counterpart International in the upscale Shahr
Naw area of the capital.
5/8/2019 KP : 40 civilians killed, 21 wounded in Taliban attacks in past 4
days
At least forty civilians were killed and twenty-one others were wounded in Talibanled insurgency in the past four days, the security sources said Wednesday. “Over the
last 4 days, the Taliban have been responsible for a number of civilian casualties.
Women and children are included in these numbers,” the informed military source
said.
5/8/2019 DoD : Army Casualty Identified
Spc. Miguel L. Holmes, 22, from Hinesville, Georgia, died May 6, 2019, in Nangarhar
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Province, Afghanistan, of wounds sustained from a non-combat incident. The
incident is under investigation. Holmes was assigned to 1st Battalion, 118th Field
Artillery Regiment, 48th Infantry Brigade Combat Team, Savannah, Georgia.

Above from http://www.icasualties.org/
Check CNN website below for updates
http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/war.casualties/
he last time I went there the site had an issue with loading

I ask were either The Iraq or Afghanistan worth even one
American life? We freed both countries but they keep on
killing each other anyway because their religion tells them it is
OK to kill misbelievers. And actually in practice that is
anyone they disagree with.
Plus billions of dollars has been wasted on this war which
many feel was not worth one American life.
We live on some of the best real estate in the world but only have about 4% of the world
population. Have we observed that many would like to come here and many do. But
there are over 7 Billion people on this planet. Many of those live in areas with poor
water, soil, climate and often with severe overcrowding. Many of those are young and
willing to fight for a better place to live. And millions who have accepted a religion that
commands them to fight to taking over the United States of America.
Virtually all of these “terrorist” attacks on people are being done by believers of
an ideology that is anti human rights, anti Western culture, anti the US Constitution and
Bill of Rights, anti equal rights for women, anti equal rights for non believers in their
ideology. The main goal of this ideology is complete world domination at any cost.
On 9-11 2001, almost 3000 innocent Americans died in four suicide bomber attacks and
the 2nd on the WTC (the 1st was 2/26/93 also by them which injured over 1000 people).
We Americans feel it is wrong to kill innocent people who have not done anything
against you in times of peace. But hundreds of people have been killed in public places
and also many suicide explosions prevented such as:
Times Square bomber who could have killed hundreds; May 1, 2010 – 2010 Times
Square car bombing attempt, New York, New York, USA. Faisal Shahzad, an Islamic
Pakistani American who received an American citizenship in December 2009, attempted
to detonate a car bomb in Times Square.
The underwear bomber who set off a bomb over Detroit. If it hadn't have fizzled and
other passengers took action hundreds could have been killed in Detroit. Also a shoe
bomber who was caught. Several other passenger airplane bombings have killed
hundreds.
Still some manage to kill many. An educated American Muslim Nidal Malik Hasan killed
13 and injured 43 while shouting God is Great on November 5, 2009. This man was a
well educated American Muslim who had earned several college degrees. But he
7

followed the dictates of his religion in the Quran to kill the non believers.
BE AWARE SHOPPING MALL, FOOTBALL GAME AND TRUCK BOMBINGS ARE
BEING PLANNED FOR PUBLIC PLACES.
Examples:The Boston Marathon Bombing or the Texas shopping mall massacre

April 15, 2013. – Boston Marathon bombings. Two Muslim brothers, Tamerlan and
Dzhokhar Tsarnev, planted two bombs near the finish line of the Boston Marathon.
The blast killed 3 of our young people and injured 183 others. But could have killed
many more. The bomber admitted he was ordered to do so by commands in the Quran
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This was an Islamic attack on America by Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, Tamerlan Tsarnaev both
devout Muslims.
Most Muslims are peaceful but a PEW scientific study found that 5% of
American Ms support bombings in the USA. What? Yes True!

They are commanded by the Quran to kill misbelievers.
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Daniel Pearl a prominent journalist was sent to ask them why they were killing. They
cut off his head. So we ask why. Because it is commanded by their religion.
19 August 2014, Islamists beheaded US photojournalist James Foley

Foreign civilian hostages abducted by the group in 2004 included: Americans Nick Berg,
Eugene Armstrong and Jack Hensley; Turks Durmus Kumdereli, Aytullah Gezmen and
Murat Yuce; South Korean Kim Sun-il; Bulgarians Georgi Lazov and Ivaylo Kepov; and
Briton Kenneth Bigley. Most of them were beheaded using knives. Al-Zarqawi
personally beheaded Berg and Armstrong, Below Nick Berg with Islamic beheaders.
Note hundreds have been beheaded by Islamists.
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Here is the story of Daniel Pearl an American journalist as printed in Wikipedia.
“Daniel Pearl (October 10, 1963 – February 1, 2002) was a journalist with
American and Israeli citizenship. He was kidnapped by Pakistani militants and later
murdered by Al-Qaeda member Khalid Sheikh Mohammed in Pakistan.
Pearl was kidnapped while working as the South Asia Bureau Chief of The Wall Street
Journal, based in Mumbai, India. He had gone to Pakistan as part of an investigation into
the alleged links between Richard Reid (the "shoe bomber") and Al-Qaeda. He was
subsequently executed by his captors.
In July 2002, Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh, a British national of Pakistani origin, was
sentenced to death by hanging for Pearl's abduction and murder.In March 2007, at a
closed military hearing in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed stated that
he had personally beheaded Pearl. Al-Qaeda member Saif al-Adel has also been
connected with the kidnapping.”
“Daniel Pearl was born in Princeton, New Jersey, and grew up in the upscale Encino
district of Los Angeles, California, where he attended Portola Middle School and
Birmingham High School. His father, Judea Pearl, is currently a professor of Computer
Science and Statistics, director of the Cognitive Systems Laboratory at UCLA,
Danny, as he was known throughout his life, attended Stanford University from 1981 to
1985, where he stood out as a Communication major with Phi Beta Kappa honors, a
member of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity, a co-founder of a student newspaper called the
Stanford Commentator, as well as a reporter for the campus radio station, KZSU. Pearl
graduated from Stanford with a B.A. in Communication, after which he spent a summer
as a Pulliam Fellow intern at The Indianapolis Star. ...Pearl began at the Wall Street
Journal in 1990.” From Wikipedia article on Daniel Pearl.
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The Islamic State has released a video of a man, almost certainly Jordanian pilot Muadh
al-Kasasbeh, being burned alive in a cage.

Islamists killing Christians in 2015

Source Video: Islamic State kills Ethiopian Christians in Libya
April 19, 2015 - 1:35 PM BY SAMEER N. YACOUB, Associated Press
CAIRO (AP) — Islamic State militants in Libya shot and beheaded groups of captive
Ethiopian Christians, a video purportedly from the extremists showed Sunday. The attack
widens the circle of nations affected by the group's atrocities while showing its growth
beyond a self-declared caliphate in Syria and Iraq.
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The release of the 29-minute video comes a day after Afghanistan's president
blamed the extremists for a suicide attack in his country that killed at least 35 people
— and underscores the chaos gripping Libya after its 2011 civil war and the killing of
dictator Moammar Gadhafi.
It also mirrored a film released in February showing militants beheading 21
captured Egyptian Christians on a Libyan beach, which immediately drew Egyptian
airstrikes on the group's suspected positions in Libya. Whether Ethiopia would — or
could — respond with similar military force remains unclear.
Ethiopia long has drawn the anger of Islamic extremists over its military's attacks
on neighboring Somalia, whose population is almost entirely Muslim. While the militant
in the video at one point said "Muslim blood that was shed under the hands of your
religion is not cheap," it did not specifically mention the Ethiopian government's actions.
The video starts with what it called a history of Christian-Muslim relations,
followed by scenes of militants destroying churches, graves and icons. A masked fighter
brandishing a pistol delivers a long statement, saying Christians must convert to Islam or
pay a special tax prescribed by the Quran.
It shows one group of captives, identified as Ethiopian Christians, purportedly
held by an Islamic State affiliate in eastern Libya known as Barqa Province. It also shows
another purportedly held by an affiliate in the southern Libyan calling itself the Fazzan
Province. The video then switches between footage of the captives in the south being
shot dead and the captives in the east being beheaded on a beach. It was not immediately
possible to estimate how many captives were killed or confirm their identities.
In Ethiopia, government spokesman Redwan Hussein said officials were in
contact with its embassy in Cairo to verify the video's authenticity. Hussein said he
believed those killed likely were Ethiopian migrants hoping to reach Europe. Libya has
become a hub for migrants across Africa hoping to cross the Mediterranean to enter
Europe for work and better lives.
"I believe this is just another case of the IS group killing Christians in the name of
Islam. Our fellow citizens have just been killed on a faith-based violence that is totally
unacceptable. This is outrageous," Mulugeta said. "No religion orders the killing of
other people, even people from another religion." [EXCEPT ISLAM]
After the February killings of the Coptic Christians, Egypt's military responded
with airstrikes targeting the militant stronghold of Darna. It has not launched further
strikes, though its president is trying to form a pan-Arab military force to respond to
extremist threats in the region.
The Islamic State group, which grew out of al-Qaida's former Iraqi affiliate, now
holds about a third of Iraq and Syria in its self-declared caliphate. It's called on Muslims
across the world to join it. Its online videos and propaganda, including scenes of its
mass killings and beheadings, have caught the attention of many extremists
Its influence has grown since it seized large areas of Iraq last summer. Insurgents
in Egypt's strategic Sinai Peninsula also have pledged to the group, while another
purported affiliate in Yemen claimed a series of suicide bombings in March that killed at
least 137 people. On Saturday, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani blamed an affiliate in his
country for an attack on a bank branch in the country's east that killed 35 people and
wounded 125. An affiliate also operates in Pakistan.
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Facts are Facts like it or not: Multiple thousands have been killed around
the world in 30,000 attacks perpetrated by Muslims since 9-11. Most in public
places such as shopping malls, restaurants, markets and public areas. These are the
true facts. We have the actual statistics with dates at the end of this document. This is
based on actual facts. The total killed was 140,130 human beings
We are officially at war with Islamic Terrorists.
There is much false information about Islam out there and it is promoted by
“Political Correctness” So what is the truth?
I purchased 3 different translations of the Quran. This is the main”Bible” of their
religion. It is also the main law book. Also I purchased 4 Islamic law books. I went
through them extensively. I also consulted with Arabic speakers and they verified the
correctness of the English translations. It was found that I lacked a Hadith so I bought a
good one and read many parts of it and referred to the parts the Islamic law books
referred to. I also purchased the best biography of Muhammad and read many parts of
that. Then I worked many hours making a reference to What their law books and Quran
and Hadith actually mean as far as Law and suggested practices.
Below is the TRUTH and LAW and actions Muslims are commanded to do. This is not
a free religion they are commanded to do things under penalty of hell and punishments.
The golden rule, as a rule of basic human standard between all humans,
does not appear at all in the Quran.
I searched and I had 4 experts search.
After I did my study I also talked to several very well informed experts in FBI, Police,
Homeland Security and academic persons, medical education, clergy and social work. It
was discovered that many of the so called experts knew less that I did. The few that were
well informed had reached similar conclusions that I had except one Homeland Security
official who told me that the situation was far worse than the public knows and informed
me that there were secret plans that he could not talk about. But he advised me to look up
“American Concentration Camps”. So I did. Wow We have over 800 Internment Camps
around the USA now staffed 24/7 with state of the art communications and rail sidings.
Here are some related words: riot gear, DOT Truck Numbers, Executive Orders, Marshall
Law, local police under federal command. No-Go Zones, last resort picture.
But you say there are thousands of Muslims who live in America quite peacefully
and seem to get along well with everyone. Yes but if they are a Muslim they must
support Islam and obey its commands under penalty of death and going to hell. They are
told the Quran is the word of God and that it is perfect and unquestionable. Anyone who
questions the Quran or the teachings of Islam is or the commands of the church
considered an infidel who can be legally killed by Islamic law without punishment to the
killer. They can and will support their church and other Muslims even if it means
breaking US law. Islamic law supersedes all US laws. See below
Most of American Muslim young people in a recent poll support jihad. Therein is the
danger that when push comes to shove they will support their religion against others.
They are told that to do otherwise makes them an infidel who is subject to being
legally killed. They are not free to change religions. They must support other
Muslims or else. Does it appear to you to have aspects of a big cult?
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They have to do what the church tells them or they can be legally killed and they are
told that they will also be going to hell. See excerpts from the Quran below.
So called “honor killings” are happening around the world and here. In Sterling
Heights a woman named Chihoudy was beheaded by her husband. Teen girls are
threatened by their families to wear their head scarf in public. One of our teachers
actually had a Muslim college girl ask her how to get her picture off of someone's cell
phone as they took her picture at home and are now threatening her to be honor killed..
She was in a real state of fear. Many Muslim fathers threaten their girls not to date
American men or there will be serious consequences. However many an American
woman has been charmed by Muslim men and married them to discover that they are
becoming virtual slaves.
Women are property in Islam and do not have equal rights as men. A
Muslim man may legally beat his wife and may divorce her by saying I divorce you three
times. Muslim men may may have vaginal sex with a girl at age nine. This is because
their prophet Muhammad married a girl of only six years old and consummated the
marriage when she was nine. This is from their own documents. Muslim men may have
sex with any slaves they possess and may have temporary marriages and as many as 4
wives at a time. They follow the example of their prophet who had 11 wives the youngest
of which he married when she was only age six. This is not a made up story this is in
their own documents.
The ideology of Islam is anti human rights, and therefore anti the US
Constitution and Bill of Rights. They have stated many times that The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the US Constitution are contrary to the teachings
of Islam. They are against The Western way of life. When they come here they most
often do not fully adopt our American way of life and values. They often become US
Citizens in name only. They often also become very intolerant.
If you doubt anything stated above don't take our word for it, rather just observe
their actions in countries in which they have become a majority. Look at Iran where
women used to be free and held professional positions. Look at Pakistan where
thousands of women are held in prisons for the crime of adultery but in fact were raped
and are not allowed to testify in their own defense. Many got pregnant by the rape and
pregnancy is proof of adultery and they are by that reason sent to prison with no
punishment for the men involved.
Freedom of religion. Again look at any country in which they are a majority.
Religious statues are blown up, Churches burned and all other religions banned.
For more information read “The Politically Incorrect Guide to Islam and the
Crusades” by Robert Spencer
An Introduction to Islamic law by Joseph Schacht. Oxford Clarendon Press 1982.
who states “The basis of Islamic attitude towards unbelievers is the law of war; they must
either be converted or subjugated or killed.”
The vast majority of terrorist attacks in the world today and in the US are from
Islamists. You can verify this. Just do a Google search on attacks.
According to Wikipedia:
“Islamic terrorism is a form of terrorism[1] committed by Jihadists. It has occurred
globally, including in Africa, Australia, Middle East, Europe, South and Southeast Asia,
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South America, The Caucasus, The Pacific and North America. Terrorist organizations
have been known to engage in tactics including suicide attacks, bombings, spree killings,
hijackings, kidnappings and recruiting new members through the Internet. “
Are they here in Warren? Well they are recruiting in Michigan prisons, (Have doubts,
just ask any former Michigan prisoner.),at their now three large recruiting centers in
Warren. One on Dequindre is technically across the street from Warren. Islamic
handouts have appeared at Macomb College and several programs have been presented
promoting Islam. Observe the numbers of Muslim dressed women at stores and public
areas. Observe the large numbers of Islamic men in Islamic dress several times a day at
any of the several large mosques in Warren. Note the Detroit metropolitan area has the
largest assemblage of Muslims outside of the middle East.
They often try to kill as many innocent people as possible. Here is proof:
Examples:
February 26, 1993 – World Trade Center bombing, in New York City. 6 killed. 1000
injured.
September 11, 2001 – 4 planes hijacked by 19 al-Qaeda hijackers: two planes crashed
into World Trade Center and one into the The Pentagon. Nearly 3000 dead.
May 1, 2010 – 2010 Times Square car bombing attempt, New York, New York, USA.
Faisal Shahzad, an Islamic Pakistani American who received an American citizenship in
December 2009, attempted to detonate a car bomb in Times Square
March 11, 2004 – Madrid train bombings, killed 191 people and wounded 1,800
July 7, 2005 – Multiple bombings in London Underground. This is the London subway.
53 killed by four suicide bombers. Nearly 700 injured.
April 15, 2013. – Boston Marathon bombings. Two brothers, Tamerlan and Dzhokhar
Tsarnev, planted two bombs near the finish line of the Boston Marathon. The blast killed
3 and injured 183 others.
September 21, 2013 - Westgate shopping mall attack, 67 killed, 175 wounded.
September 22, 2013 - Church attack, 80-83 killed, 250 wounded.
Beheadings by Islamic State
Kidnapping of school girls.
Killings of Christians in many countries. See list at end.
And of course several bombings have brought down passenger airplanes.
Homeland security has warned us that a serious threat continues to exist and is not going
away but is increasing as thousands more of their sympathizers are allowed to flood into
our country every year.
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So what can we do about this? Keep informed and vigilant to potential threats and
persons sympathetic to our enemies. Support the maintaining of a strong military.
Maintain forces here at home to deal with local threats. Vote for representatives who
have our interest at heart not those of corporations and the rich.
We veterans are shocked at how big the totals of the dead and injured were since 2001.

30,000 attacks by Ms since 9-11 Total killed 140,130
These are just the ones the press knows about. There are thousands more who were
killed without it getting out to world knowledge.
And this does not include thousands of Islamic “honor killings” where a father kills
his daughter for talking with an infidel or going to the store without a male
chaperone or girls honor killed because they were raped when it wasn't even their
fault.
The vast majority of the above deaths occurred on foreign soil but still about 3100
civilian Americans and 8200 military have been killed by Islamic terrorists since then.
List of terrorist attacks and numbers killed in the past few years. I was going to put it
here but even with size 9 type it has totaled over 600 pages of documentation. So I will
make it in an appendix at the end.
So why are Muslims killing people around the world? Because their ideology and their
bible and their law requires them to and tells them to or be punished. But you say that
most Muslims are peaceful. Yes but it appears they still support those that practice the
killing. If ¼ of the world population is Muslim and they are a peaceful religion as
claimed then they should be stopping these world wide killings but they are not.
Why?
Then I propose that it is a matter of interpretation of the Quran. The verse says
lay in wait for them, cut their necks. Nearly 100 versus urge the killing of
misbelievers. A misbeliever can easily be anyone who disagrees with your belief and
of course includes us Christians and the Jews. But it still states to kill them. How can
be interpreted otherwise. Well here is how. Interpret it to mean this was meant back in
ancient times to be war between warring tribes not for the enlightened present day.
Interpret this to be as warfare in the ancient past over 1000 years ago and not for the
present where humans must cooperate to prosper in our world of today. Those who do
not agree to interpret these verses as such must be removed from our nation before they
kill anyone else.
Another viewpoint is that the ideology of Islam is a perfect example of a “religion,”
“cult,” or set of “untrue beliefs” that are drugs to the believers of these. It has been
stated that religion is the opium of the people. Intellectuals have also said that religion
is the opium of unthinking or ignorant persons.
Whatever this cancer must be removed from our land before more die.
Stop the killing. Stop the suffering. Stop the abuse of girls and women. They are at war
with us peaceful people of the world and must be stopped or they will go on kidnapping,
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raping, beheading and killing.
No more Marathon bombings. No more aircraft bombings. No more building bombings.
Please don't kill innocent people at shopping malls as you announced you were going to
do.
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The Truth about Islam based on just the facts. See references to actual law
verses in the Quran =Q. or B =biography, or MIL= Manual of Islamic Law. Q2-222,
3-12 women are subordinate to men, are treated as property. MIL m5.0. states the wife
must immediately give husband sex whenever he wants it by law MIL m10.12n women
are not to be trusted and are never allowed to be alone with a man at home under any
circumstances. Thousands of Muslim women have been honor killed for even minor
violations of this even if the gas company man in to stop a gas leak in the home. Honor
killing of wives and daughters is legal. MILo1.2. Read it yourself. This is Sharia law
published in 1991. MILn3.2 men can divorce a woman by just saying I divorce you 3
times but women are not permitted to. MIL s7.9 Little prepubescent girls can be sold off
into a forced marriage with older men by other family males and payment can even be
accepted in camels. The Quran even has procedures for divorcing little prepubescent
girls Q2-229. Muhammad himself married a 6 year old girl. This child was his favorite
sex partner. See the B. Today there are millions of child brides in Muslim countries. M
men may have as many as 4 wives and temporary wives, and they may have sex with
their slaves. Slavery and sex with slaves is legal and practiced today in Muslim
countries. A female is not free to marry or divorce and must obey the men in the family.
If a girl or woman is raped she can be put to death by a so called “honor killing” or
stoned to death. Example: Aisha Ibrahim Duhulow a 13 year old girl, was arrested and
stoned to death after trying to report that she had been raped. The execution took place
in a public stadium attended by about 1,000 Muslim bystanders. She is one of thousands
of rape victims who have been killed or jailed. ( See Child Brides Stolen Lives PBS,
Girls not Brides, National Geographic, and UN reports )
Just look at Islam's actions in the last 16 years. In that time there have been over
29,700 attacks mostly on innocent people including peaceful women and children
worldwide. The result is over 164,536 killed and many times this wounded. Yes we
have the proof. Over 8,000 Americans have been killed, in 9-11, beheadings, bombs like
the Boston Marathon and other attacks. Why? Muslims are ordered to war against
nonbelievers and misbelievers (turns out this can be anyone they disagree with) They are
ordered to Jihad which is defined as “war against non-Muslims” MILo9.0 and Jihad is a
communal obligation MIL o9.1. Islamic law by Joseph Schacht. Oxford Clarendon Press
1982. states “The basis of Islamic attitude towards unbelievers is the law of war;
unbelievers must either be converted or subjugated or killed.” Muslim (19:4294) Islam's
goal is world domination, and it is anti-human rights anti US Constitution. It in practice it
supports killing, slavery, abuse of women, rape of children, suppression of other
religions, subjugation of the free press, and free thought and beliefs. What they claim
they are and what they do in practice are far different. Look at their actions in countries
where they have a majority. They have stated many times that The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and the US Constitution are contrary to the teachings of Islam.
MILO8.1 Islam teaches that Muslims are not free to question the Quran MILo8.7. or to
leave Islam. To do so is punishable by death. MILO8.1 No other religion does this.
Islam is the only religion that does not subscribe to the Golden Rule in fact it practices
the opposite. In Islam in practice only what is good for the propagation of Islam is good
no matter it it involves killing, mutilation, slavery, or lying. Muslims even tie bombs on
children and send them out. Muslims put bombs in public places and on airplanes to kill
the most people. No other religion does this. The interpretation of the Quran which they
consider to be the perfect word of God along with the practices of Muhammad dictate
Islamic law and practice. The Quran is ambiguous, rambling, disorganized, uncertain and
interpretations can be whatever the reader decides it means. Take a look at it. See for
yourself. It is often vague and meaning is often unclear. Muslims themselves are
confused about what the Quran teaches and label anyone they disagree with as a
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misbeliever then follow the orders in the Quran to kill misbelievers and have been killing
each other for 1400 years. And they have actually killed millions of innocent peaceful
people many of which were women and children. They place bombs at shopping malls,
on airplanes and public and sports events like Boston Marathon. Q9-39 Ms are ordered to
go to war against misbelievers. Q47-4 Massacre them, Verse 4-89 ambush them 9-5 Kill
infidels wherever you find them. Verse 9-123 Fight those near you, Verse 66-7 Fight hard
against misbelievers. Q2:216 Fighting is prescribed for you. Q9-111 promised they will
go to paradise if they are killed doing so. Q7-75 there is Reward for those who fight.
Verse 8-12 cut off necks and fingertips of misbelievers. And they are by MIL entitled to
whatever spoils “Booty” they can steal including taking female slaves whose marriage is
immediately annulled so the soldiers can rape them MILo10.0. And there is no
punishment for killing- “The following are not subject to retaliation” for killing a nonMuslim” and “Jewish or Christian subject or for killing an apostate”(nonbeliever). MIL
o1.2. Once Muslims take over other religions are subdued and no new churches built
MILo11.4. If you doubt that just look at what happens in any country they have a
majority.
The following are concise references to Muslim law. Q=Quran MIL= Manual of
Islamic Sacred Law The Accepted practice of Muslim Law worldwide. Don't believe
it when they deny this. They will accuse you of ignorance, of being a hater, of being a
vigilante and they will try to change the subject. These are all methods of denying the
facts. They cover up the truth. Ask them to show you the law that women are fully equal
to men or that they are not to kill nonbelivers. Visit http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/
and http://www.jihadwatch.org/ for up to date news articles. Also see New York
Times, Associated Press, UNICEF, United Nations, and World Health Org reports.
Below are their actual laws and practices today. These facts are verifiable.
Muslim men may have several wives at same time, including child wives. Q65-4, 4-4
MIL m3.7 & m3.9 male relatives may sell young pre pubescent girls to older Muslim
men for sex. MIL m3.3 Little girls may be forced into marriage without her permission.
“A virgin's silence is considered permission.” MIL m4.4 OK for M men to marry a child.
Women are property Q2-222, 3-12 divorce Q 2-229 2-230. MILm5.2 man may have 4
wives. MIL Muslim men can have sex with wife's daughter after he has had sex with her
mother. MILm12 A woman must have 4 witnesses proving she is innocent Q4-19, Q243. MIL 11.3 Men have precedence over women Q2-228 4-38. Men can swap wives Q424 temp wives. Muslim men may have slave girls and sex with maidens Q4-28. MILk32
Slavery is not forbidden. Muhammad had slaves and did not free them. He also had sex
with them and encouraged his men to keep slaves and have sex with them. He set God's
example of Islam's policy on slavery. Muslim countries today have thousands of slaves
especially child brides (little girls some only 8 years old) who are virtual slaves. Q33-50,
Q23-5-6, Q70-29, Q4-24, Q24-32. Rape of female slaves OK Bukhari life of Mohammad
62:137. Women are dirty Q4-46, Q5-8. women insatiable Q4-34 MILm13,4 woman will
have no right to custody of her children by a previous marriage. MILo17.4 may
discipline wives, and spank students. Wife beating is condoned. Q4-34-38 and
MILm10.12 Some Islamic clerics have given sermons on proper Islamic way to beat
wives. All of the peaceful verses were canceled by Mohammad after he got power.
So if they quote you a peace verse there is high likelihood that it is invalid. They
were replaced by the following: Kill them [non Muslims] where ever you find them
Q2-189-191, Q8-12, Q9-5, Q47-4 “And when ye meet those who misbelieve then
strike off their heads until you have massacred them” Note misbelievers =anyone
who is not a Muslim. Q9-29 kill them Q3-84, Q66-7,9-5, Q9:57. This is a call to holy
war = Jihad. In Arabic fight translates to kill. Cut off Heads, Hands, Finger tips and
Feet Q5-37-41, Q8-6-12. Do not make friends with Jews or Christians, kill or tax them
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Q3-25, 5-51, 8-40, 8-58-60, 8-65, 4-90 do not take captives ambush and kill them Q9-5
kill them wherever you find them, 9-11-14, 9-29, 8-66.
No other religions will be tolerated Q3-84 85 MIL 8.1 A person who leaves Islam is to
be killed. MIL8.7
Unless you go to war against non Muslims you will be punished. 9-39 paradise or
punishment 3-157, 8 4-100 48-17. Paradise is promised for those who kill Q9-111, 9123 Fight those in your neighborhood near you, MIL 9.0 Jihad is war against non
Muslims to establish Muslim religion. MIL 9.1 Jihad is a communal obligation. Fight
those near you Q9-123. ”Slay the pagans wherever you may come upon them, and take
them captive, and besiege them, and lie in wait for them at every conceivable place”
Muslims are required to make Jihad (holy war) against non Muslims. Q8-67. Q667. Unless ye go forth for Jihad Allah will punish you with a grievous penalty Q9-39
Do not take prisoners of war kill them instead 8-67. fighting not optional rather it is
mandatory 2-216. Q4-89 kill make war Q8-60 Q2-189-191 fight Q2-193 Q2222,2-228 deception Q3-28 Must not friend infidels. Q3-12 3-25, 3-84 4-34-38
4-4, 4-19, 4-24. 4-28 4-46, 4-90 Q5-8. 5-17 5-37-41, 5-51, Q8-6-12. 8-40, 8-58-60, 865, 8-66. 8-67. Q9-5, 9-11-14, 9-29 9-30 9-39 9:57 9-111, 9-123 Q24-3. Q47-4 Q654, Q 66-7, 480 verses promote Jihad Q5-17 Allah is the messiah not Jesus so
Christians are Infidels. Q9-30 Jews are infidels. MILr40 Music and musical Instruments
forbidden. It is unlawful to listen to music. MILo11.6,7 non Muslims forbidden to
build new churches, ring church bells
MILo11.3 non Muslims must obey laws of Islam, pay a tax, must keep to side streets.
MILo14 punishments cutting off hands, fingers, feet. Whipped for drinking alcohol.
MILo12.2 Stoning to death is punishment for fornication (In practice applies to females
allegedly having had sex even if they were raped). MILr8.2 lying permitted if attaining
the goal is permissible. See American Legion article on Stealth Jihad. For more read
Stealth Jihad How Radical Islam Is Subverting America without Guns of Bombs by
Robert Spencer Do a Google search on”child Brides” read UNICEF, PBS, New York
Times reports.
Qur'an (4:24)"all married women (are forbidden) save those (captives) whom your right
hands possess." Allah even permitted Muhammad and his men to have sex with married
slaves, such as those captured in battle.
Bukhari (4:232) has Aisha's story Muhammad's wives would wash semen stains out of
his clothes, which were still wet from the spot-cleaning even when he went to the
mosque for prayers.
Muslim (8:3309) - Muhammad consummated his marriage to Aisha when she was only
nine. (See also Bukhari 58:234 and many other places).
sex with prepubescent little
girls practiced and encouraged.
Quran (2:223) - "Your wives are as a tilth unto you; so approach your tilth when or how
ye will." Wives are to be sexually available to their husbands in all ways at all times.
They serve their husbands at his command.
Bukhari (5:268) - "The Prophet used to visit all his wives in a round, during the day and
night and they were eleven in number." I asked Anas, 'Had the Prophet the strength for
it?' Anas replied, 'We used to say that the Prophet was given the strength of thirty men.' "
Bukhari (4:149) - Muhammad's wives are even trained to defecate on his command.
Bukhari (48:826) - Women have a deficiency of intelligence, meaning that their decisions
will not be comparable to a man's. Bukhari (58:125) - Women are tradable commodities.
A Muslim with two wives offers a fellow Muslim his pick between the two. Muhammad
then arranges a wedding banquet.
Bukhari (62:81) - According to Muhammad, the most important part of a marriage
contract is the unrestricted access that a man has to his wife's vagina. Stonings, honor
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killings, floggings and even the mutilation of female genitalia are sporadically employed
in the Muslim world to keep women in their place.
Lest there be any doubt by what he meant by “young,” Muhammad set the example by
marring a six year old child named Aisha and having sex with her (Sahih Muslim 3309)
This is confirmed in many other hadith as well. Bukhari 58-236 According to the most
reliable traditions, Aisha brought her dolls to Muhammad’s house for play (Muslim
3341) and he would fondle the little girl in the tub while taking baths with her (Bukhari
6:298). Aisha was just a teenager by the time Muhammad died, but she had already spent
over half her life in marriage to him Even worse for Muslims is that part of the Quran
was actually "revealed" while Muhammad was in bed with this little girl: [Muhammad
said] "…the Divine Inspirations do not come to me on any of the beds except that of
Aisha." (Bukhari 47:755) So, no... Muhammad did not condemn sex with children; he
engaged in sex with children. Qur'an (33:50) - "A believing woman if she gave herself to
the Prophet, if the Prophet desired to marry her-- specially for you, not for the (rest of)
believers; This is another special command that Muhammad handed down to himself that
allows virtually unlimited sex, divinely sanctioned by Allah. One assumes that this
"revelation" was meant to assuage some sort of disgruntlement in the community over
Muhammad's hedonism.
Unlike other faiths, Islam is not just a religion but a political system as well. The
state is intended to be inseparable from religious rule. Islamic law, Sharia, is complete
and not designed to coexist or be subordinate to other laws. A CAIR executive director
(in the United States) recently said, "if we are practicing Muslims, we are above the law
of the land." Muslims are not meant to be ruled by non-Muslims. The Qur'an is very
clear that they are to resist unbelievers by any means until Islam establishes political
supremacy. This doesn't mean that everyone must be forced to become Muslim, but
rather that everyone must submit to Muslim rule.
A Muslim woman may not marry a non-Muslim man (Quran 2:221). (m13.4) - A woman
has no right to custody of her children from a previous marriage when she remarries.
(m10.11-2) - It is not lawful for a wife to leave the house except by the permission of her
husband. MIL2.3 It is unlawful for women to leave the house with faces unveiled.
MILe8.3 says that a non-Muslim may not touch the Quran. MILo1.2 states that there is
no penalty for a Muslim who kills a non-Muslim. The penalty for adultery is
stoning. The penalty for unmarried sex (fornication) is 100 lashes.(o9.13) Slavery:
(o9.13) When a child or a woman is taken captive, they become slaves by the fact of
capture, and the woman's previous marriage is immediately annulled. (o9.14)
Art and Music r40.1 says that musical instruments are condemned. (r40.3) One should
know that singing or listening to singing is offensive (p44.1) Every maker of pictures
will go to the fire, where a being will be set upon him for each picture he made, to
torment him in hell (w50.2) Pictures imitate the creative act of Allah (when they are of
animate beings). (o17.9) - It is unlawful to decorate walls with pictures.
"I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve. Therefore strike off
their heads and strike off every fingertip of them." "Allah"(Quran 8:12)
"Fight everyone in the way of Allah and kill those who disbelieve in
Allah." Muhammad (Ibn Ishaq 992). But compare with Jesus taught: "Love
your neighbor and pray for those who persecute you." Jesus (Matthew 5:44)
Each year, thousands of Christian homes and churches are torched or bombed by Muslim
mobs, and hundreds of Christians, including dozens of priests, pastors, nuns and other
church workers are murdered. The "Christian world" and the Islamic world contrast
sharply in other ways as well, from the disparate condition of human rights and civil
liberties to economic status. An astonishing 70% of the world's refugees are Muslims
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who usually prefer to live in Christian-based countries because they are treated better
than in their own Muslim countries. While Western societies take seriously the very few
mistakes that have cost lives, Muslims routinely turn a blind eye to their own thousands
horrible atrocities, even those committed explicitly in the name of Allah. The Muslim
world has yet to offer a single apology for the hundreds of millions who were consumed
by centuries of relentless Jihad and slavery and even the murder of 3,000 resulting from
9-11 attacks. Below Comparing Islam and Christianity
Muhammad..
Jesus…
Killed by stoning women for adultery.
But Jesus stopped the stoning
and freed her (John 8:7)
Permitted stealing from unbelievers. B 44:668, Ibn Ishaq 764)
"Thou shalt not
steal." (Matthew 19:18)
Permitted lying. (Sahih Muslim 6303, Bukhari 49:857) "Thou shalt not bear false
witness." (Matthew 19:18)
Owned and traded slaves. (Sahih Muslim 3901)
Neither
owned nor traded slaves.
Beheaded 800 Jewish men and boys. (Abu Dawud 4390)
Beheaded no one.
Murdered those who insulted him. (B 56:369, 4:241)
Preached forgiveness.
(Matthew 18:21-22, 5:38)
Married 13 wives and kept sex slaves. (Bukhari 5:268, Quran 33:50
Was celibate.
Slept with a 9-year-old child. (Sahih Muslim 3309, Bukhari 58:236)
Did not
have sex with children.
Ordered the murder of women. (Ibn Ishaq 819, 995)
Never harmed a woman.
Ordered 65 military campaigns and raids in his last 10 years. (Ibn Ishaq )
Jesus Ordered no military campaigns, nor offered any approval
of war or violence.
Killed captives taken in battle. (Ibn Ishaq 451)
Never took captives.
Never killed anyone.
Encouraged men to rape enslaved women. (Abu Dawood 2150, Quran 4:24)
Jesus Never encouraged rape
or enslaved women.
Demanded captured slaves and a fifth of all other loot taken in war.(Quran 8:41)
Jesus "The Son of Man came not to be served, but to
serve."(Matthew 20:28)
Was never tortured, but tortured others. (Muslim 4131, Ibn Ishaq 436, 595, 734, 764)
Jesus Suffered torture, but
never tortured anyone.
Died fat and wealthy from what was taken from others in war or demanded from others
in tribute.
Blessed the brutal murder of a half-blind man (al-Tabari 1440)
Jesus Healed a blind man Mark 8:28
Jesus Demanded nothing for
himself. Died without possessions.
What are the Greatest Commandments? "Belief in Allah and Jihad in His cause" (Muslim
1:149)
Jesus "Love God and love thy neighbor as thyself."
(Matthew 22:34-40)
Quran
vs
Bible
The words 'torture' and 'punishment' appear six times more often in the Quran than in the
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New Testament.
The word 'love' appears five times more often in the New Testament than than in the
Quran,
Contains not a single original moral value.
Bible Golden
Rule, Love One Another
slay them wherever ye find them
Love your enemies
Mercy toward fellow Muslims - ruthlessness toward unbelievers
kindness
and charity tjo all
Violence is Virtue
Violence is Sin
Muslim Legacy
Christian Legacy
Countries that Muslims want to escape from.
Countries that Muslims
want to escape to
Suicide bombings for Allah
No suicide
bombings for Jesus
International terror organizations.
International charities.
No formal charities for non-Muslims.
Leading provider of
disaster relief to Muslims.
Murder of aid workers.
Supply of aid workers.
Christians in jail for apostasy or blasphemy.
Religious freedom.
Countries with slavery
Countries with Freedom
Countries where women are second class citizens
Countries
where women are free
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